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AbstratWe desribe a generalization of the Haskell Boolean type,whih allows us to use existing deision proedures for rea-soning about logial expressions. In partiular, we haveonneted Haskell with a Binary Deision Diagram (BDD)pakage for propositional logi, and the Stanford ValidityCheker for reasoning in quanti�er-free, �rst-order logi.We have de�ned referentially transparent interfaes to thesepakages allowing the user to ignore the details of their im-perative implementations. We found that having a tightonnetion between the provers and Haskell allows Haskellto serve as a meta-language enhaning the apabilities of theprovers. We illustrate the use of these pakages for reasoningabout a sort algorithm and a simple miroproessor model.In the sort example, the parametri nature of Haskell's poly-morphism is used to lift the result of the BDD analysis toarbitrary datatypes.1 IntrodutionHere's some old advie: go through life like a swimmingduk | remain alm and unru�ed on the surfae, but pad-dle like fury underneath. This advie applies to datatypesin programming languages. Consider the Integer datatypein Haskell. As far as the Glasgow Haskell ompiler is on-erned, the operations of Integer are implemented withalls to the GNU multi-preision arithmeti library, withall its anillary mess of manipulating storage and pointers.Above the surfae, however, is quite another story. As faras the user is onerned, Integer is just another numeridatatype with the usual arithmeti operations de�ned on it.It is quite possible to use Integer without thinking aboutthe implementation mehanism at all. Of ourse, the plainnumeri interfae provided by Haskell is far poorer than therih variety of methods provided by the full library. How-ever, experiene suggests that, for most users, a simple inter-fae to a omplex implementation provides far more bene�tthan a omplex interfae used simply.The goal of this paper is set out on the same programfor logial types like booleans. Exellent pakages are nowavailable that implement deision proedures for di�erentlogis, and we wondered whether lean interfaes ould bebuilt to allow the details of the deision proedures to behidden under the surfae.

Haskell's type lass system was designed to solve a thornyproblem in language design: how to ombine overloadingand polymorphism of numeri operators. The problem wasmotivated by the variety of numeri types. The solutionwas general enough to also solve several similar problemsinvolving equality and printing. But, the notion of over-loading booleans just didn't arise. However, several reentexamples have made it lear that it's useful to be able tooverload even simple types like booleans.The Fran work on reative animations demonstrates thispoint niely [9℄. In Fran, datatypes are lifted over time. Aninteger, for example, is replaed by a funtion from timeto integer, and the numeri operations are de�ned point-wise. The same is done for equality. Are two time-varyingintegers equal? The answer is a time-varying boolean. Byde�ning the boolean operations pointwise, it is easy to seethat funtions from time to Bool are fully \boolean".Another example, and one whih is the diret inspira-tion for this work, is the Voss veri�ation system [20℄, usedextensively for hardware veri�ation. Voss uses a lazy fun-tional language alled FL as its interfae language. In FL,booleans are implemented using Binary Deision Diagrams(BDDs) [4℄. In e�et, a deision proedure for propositionallogi is built into the language, allowing the user to ombinesimulation and veri�ation in powerful ways.In this paper, we introdue two new avors of booleansfor Haskell. The �rst one follows FL by de�ning booleansusing Binary Deision Diagrams. The improvement over FLis that we're able to do this by a mixture of type lasses,the foreign funtion interfae, and a little unsafePerformIOmagi, rather than by designing and implementing (andmaintaining!) a new language. For the seond avor ofbooleans, we extend the logi to quanti�er-free prediatelogi by using the Stanford Validity Cheker (SVC) [2℄.The implementations of eah avor are omplex and havea strong imperative feel to them, but for both we have de-�ned referentially transparent interfaes, allowing the un-derlying tools to do their work while the user simply seesthe orresponding values. To some extent, this hoie wasfored upon us: we found that a fairly tight integration withSVC was neessary in order to avoid overly large intermedi-ate data strutures and to exploit the data sharing providedby SVC.Even though both implement deision proedures for log-is, BDDs and SVC are quite di�erent in their approah.BDDs represent propositional formulae maintained in aanonial form. The results of operations are simpli�ed in-rementally, so equivalene between propositions is deter-



mined immediately by strutural equivalene. In ontrast,beause it handles a riher logi, the basi SVC operationsonstrut the problem statement. Muh of the work is on-tained in testing logial equivalene, whih involves a allto the prover. What pleased us about the embedding inHaskell is that both approahes are implemented in the sameframework, so the user has great freedom to deide whih isappropriate for the task.The tight onnetion between the various provers andHaskell allows Haskell to be used very naturally as a meta-language, in e�et enhaning the apabilities of eah of thelogis. In the BDD ase, we have an example where theparametri nature of Haskell's polymorphism an be used tolift the result of the BDD analysis to arbitrary datatypes. Inthe SVC ase, we present an example where we introdue anuninterpreted funtion, but use the expressiveness of Haskellto generate a limited axiomatization of it.In summary, the goal of this paper is to desribe a neweasy-to-use power tool for the Haskell programmer's work-benh. Appliations inlude veri�ation of Haskell programswithin Haskell. This suggestion immediately brings to mindvisions of higher-order logis, but for now we'll forgo gener-ality in favor of the automation of simpler logis.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2presents the Boolean lass. In Setions 3 and 4 we desribeBDDs, and provide an example leveraging the struture ofHaskell. In Setion 5 we do the same for SVC and in Se-tion 6 we present a larger worked example using the powerof SVC. The remaining setions present disussion.2 Logial Type ClassesWe now do for Bool what the Num lass does for numeritypes. That is, we de�ne a type lass signature for opera-tions over booleans. It ontains all the usual suspets, plusimpliation (==>), mutual impliation (<=>), and if-then-else(ifb).lass Boolean b wheretrue :: bfalse :: b(&&) :: b -> b -> b(||) :: b -> b -> b(==>) :: b -> b -> b(<=>) :: b -> b -> bnot :: b -> bifb :: b -> b -> b -> bBool is of ourse an instane of lass Boolean.We also need to refer to logial variables, whih are notan aspet of the Bool datatype. Thus, we introdue a newlass for logial variables.lass Var a wherevar :: String -> aFor example, here's a little proposition about distributing&& over impliation:(var "a" ==> var "b") && (var "" ==> var "d")==>(var "a" && var "") ==> (var "b" && var "d")Of ourse, Bool is used in many plaes in the prelude.One plae that it shows up is in the de�nition of equality.We de�ne a variant of the Eq lass where the boolean resultis abstrat.

data BinTree a t =Terminal t| Branh a (BinTree a t) (BinTree a t)deriving Eqofator a (Terminal x) =(Terminal x, Terminal x)ofator a �(Branh b x y) =if a == b then (x, y) else (, )top2 x y =a `min` bwherea = index xb = index yindex (Terminal _) = maxBoundindex (Branh a _ _) = anorm b�(Branh a x y) = if x == y then x else bnorm x = xbddBranh a x y =let a' = top2 x y(x1, x2) = ofator a x(y1, y2) = ofator a yin if a <= a' thennorm (Branh a x1 y2)elsenorm (Branh a' (bddBranh a x1 y1)(bddBranh a x2 y2))Figure 1: Bdd normalizationlass Boolean b => Eql a b where(===) :: a -> a -> b3 Binary Deision DiagramsBinary Deision Diagrams (BDDs) are a representation ofboolean funtions as a binary tree. The nodes are labeledby boolean variables, and the leaves, usually referred to asterminals, are boolean values. A BDD represents a booleanformula in the form of a ase analysis.An Ordered BDD (OBDD) is a normal form for BDDsde�ned as follows:� the variables along every path are in stritly inreasingorder, and� all unneessary nodes are eliminated. An unnees-sary node represents a variable upon whih the subtreedoesn't depend, and is reognized as a node where bothleft and right hildren are equal.An Ordered BDD is further a anonial form for boolean for-mulae, thus equality of two OBDDs is redued to struturalequality.Constrution of OBDDs an be easily desribed inHaskell, as we show in �gure 1. Creating a new terminalis easy|just use the Terminal onstrutor. Creating a newbranh (bddBranh) is a matter of pushing the branh downthe tree until it's label is in order. Notie that as a node2



is moved down the tree, its branhes get dupliated. Thisdupliation may be ountered by the pruning ation of theseond restrition (implemented by norm). But in general,the worst ase size omplexity of a BDD is exponential inthe number of variables.An important re�nement that makes BDDs a pratialtool for large sale veri�ation is Redued Ordered BDDs(ROBDDs)1 [4℄. An ROBDD is one in whih the tree isredued to a direted ayli graph (DAG) by performingommon subexpression elimination to apture all struturesharing. This has two bene�ts. The �rst is that equivaleneof BDDs is redued to pointer equality. The seond is a re-dution in spae use, whih an be onsiderable when there'sa signi�ant amount of regularity in the data. Despite theworst-ase size omplexity of BDDs, the worst ase is oftenavoided in pratie.However, there's another aspet of sharing that isn't ap-tured by just using a DAG. The regularity that leads to alot of strutural sharing also leads to performing the sameboolean alulations on a given BDD over and over again|you may do a lot of work just to realize that you've alreadyonstruted this tree before. Thus, another important trikin a BDD implementor's bag is to keep a memo table foreah basi boolean operation so that the operation is onlyperformed one on any given BDD (or pair of BDDs).It's an interesting question whether a Haskell implemen-tation of BDDs would o�er any improvement over a highly-tuned o�-the-shelf BDD library written in C. We've pursuedthis question by doing prototypes that use the latest featuresof Hugs and GHC to implement struture sharing and mem-oizing. The results are promising, but it's lear that Haskellisn't really ready to beat C at its best game. So maybe we'retrying the wrong strategy. All of these struture-sharing andmemoizing mehanisms make BDDs strit, whereas the sim-ple implementation of OBDDs skethed above is lazy. Aneven more interesting question may be whether there's someway to play o� of Haskell's strengths and take advantage oflaziness. This question is pursued further in Setion 7.1.3.1 The CMU BDD LibraryThe BDD library used in this paper is David Long's BDDlibrary (whih we'll refer to as the CMU library) [16℄, whihis an ROBDD pakage written in C, and is one of severalhigh-quality ROBDD pakages that are available. We usethe CMU BDD pakage as distributed with the VIS suite,version 1.3, from Berkeley [1℄. As with other BDD pakages,it omes with its own garbage olletor that has been tunedto work well with BDDs.We import the CMU BDD pakage into Haskell with thehelp of H/Diret [10℄. Using the foreign funtion interfaeof either GHC or Hugs, you an interfae to libraries writ-ten in various imperative languages, suh as C, FORTRAN,Java, et. H/Diret helps simplify that proess by automati-ally generating the glue ode that marshals and unmarshalsdatatypes from C/FORTRAN/Java to Haskell. The inputto H/Diret is a spei�ation of the external library's in-terfae, written in IDL, an Interfae Desription Languageused in industry. IDL interfae desriptions are essentiallyannotated C delarations. In the ase of the BDD library,it was a fairly easy matter to translate the header �le fromthe library into an IDL desription. For example, here's the1Subsequently, we will use the term BDD to mean ROBDD.

snippet of IDL desribing the BDD implementations for theboolean onstant true, and boolean onjuntion:muBdd mu_bdd_one ([in℄muBddManager bddm);muBdd mu_bdd_and ([in℄muBddManager bddm,[in℄muBdd x, [in℄muBdd y);The [in℄ annotations indiate that the argument is an inputargument only (i.e. it doesn't return a result by side-e�et).The �rst parameter to both funtions is ommon to allBDD alls and is the struture that holds all the ontext ne-essary for managing BDDs, suh as hash tables, and garbageolletion data.The signatures that H/Diret generates for these twofuntions are as follows:mu_bdd_one :: CmuBddManager -> IO (CmuBdd)mu_bdd_and :: CmuBddManager ->CmuBdd -> CmuBdd -> IO (CmuBdd)3.2 Managing BDDsOf ourse, the raw imported interfae to the BDD pak-age is not exatly the svelte duk that we were after inthe beginning. There are two things in the way. First,the CmuBddManager is an implementation artifat that wewould rather hide from users. Seond, the result lies in theIO monad. Our plan is to hide the fat that we are usingan imperative implementation underneath by liberal use ofunsafePerformIO. We will then to justify why it's really safeafter all.In the C world, the types CmuBddManager and CmuBdd arepointers to rih strutures. In Haskell, all of that is hidden,and they appear as type synonyms for the type Addr, a typewhih only supports pointer addition and pointer equality.However, even this is more than we want to expose aboutBDDs, so we de�ne a new abstrat type for BDDs.newtype BDD = Bdd CmuBddThe BDD manager must ordinarily be expliitly allo-ated at the beginning of a program. We would rather itwas alloated on demand without any muss or fuss from theprogrammer. We use unsafePerformIO to get this e�et:bdd_manager :: CmuBddManagerbdd_manager = unsafePerformIO (mu_bdd_init)In the instane delarations for Boolean, we distribute thebdd_manager to all the alls, and the extrat the result fromthe IO monad with unsafePerformIO.instane Boolean (Bdd Bool) wheretrue = Bdd $ unsafePerformIO $bdd_one bdd_manager(Bdd x) && (Bdd y) =Bdd $ unsafePerformIO $mu_bdd_and bdd_manager x y...The $ operator is right-assoiated funtion appliation(f $ g $ x = f (g x)).Dealing with variables brings up another detail of themahinery that we wish to hide. The BDD pakage usesintegers as variable identi�ers, but we'd rather provide thenier interfae of using strings as variable identi�ers. Thus,we keep a table that assigns to eah variable name enoun-tered so far a unique integer.3



bdd_vars :: IORef [(String, Int32)℄bdd_vars = unsafePerformIO (newIORef [℄)The instane of BDDs for the Var lass is then de�ned interms of a funtion that keeps trak of the neessary book-keeping. The funtion newvar takes a referene to the lookuptable, and a variable identi�er, and onstruts a BDD rep-resenting that variable.newvar :: CmuBddManager ->IORef [(String,Int32)℄ -> String ->IO CmuBddnewvar m v a =do vars <- readIORef vase lookup a vars ofJust i -> bdd_var_with_id m iNothing ->do b <- bdd_new_var_last mi <- bdd_if_id m bwriteIORef v ((a, i) : vars)return binstane Var (Bdd Bool) wherevar a = Bdd $ unsafePerformIO $newvar bdd_manager bdd_vars a3.3 Safe use of unsafePerformIOAll this use of unsafePerformIO may seem a bit blithe, soit's worth a few moments to informally justify why it doesn'tharm referential transpareny.For starters, sine the types CmuBddManager and CmuBddare essentially abstrat, we're in ontrol of what an be ob-served about the imperative side. We simply do not importoperations from the CMU pakage that reveal the imper-ative struture, suh as a proedure that gives the size ofinternal hash tables. Those funtions that we do import,despite all the operational goings-on with hash tables andheap alloation, are essentially funtional. The imperativefeatures a�et the way the data is onstruted, but not thedata itself, and we give ourselves no way to observe the im-perative details of how the data is onstruted.We do allow ourselves to do pointer equality on CmuBdds,whih is how strutural equality is tested. But sine thepointers will be equal if-and-only-if the strutures are equal,this is safe.One point to question is the use of unsafePerformIO inthe de�nition of bdd_vars to extrat an IORef out of the IOmonad. By doing this and then using the IORef elsewhereinside the IO monad, we're making the assumption that thestore inside the IO monad is indeed persistent, and thatIORefs are oherent between invoations of the IO monad.Fortunately, although this behavior is not, to the authors'knowledge, doumented, it is at least the most reasonableassumption to make. After all, the IO monad is supposed torepresent the \real world", whih has the behavior of beingpersistent.4 An Example: SortingBDDs give us the ability to show equivalene of booleanfuntions. This is useful of itself, but in this setion weshow how the struture of Haskell an be used to implymuh riher results. The example we take is from sorting.

4.1 Comparison-Swap SortingKnuth has a famous theorem about sort algorithms that arebased only on omparison-swaps (an operation that takestwo elements and returns them in sorted order). The theo-rem states that if suh an algorithm is able to sort booleansorretly, it will also sort integers orretly. Knuth's proof isbased in deision-theory, and is spei� to sorting. We havedisovered that Knuth's result is a speial ase of the moregeneral theorems oming from polymorphi parametriity.This suggests the following proof tehnique. Take a poly-morphi funtion, perform some veri�ation using BDDs atthe boolean instane, and then use the parametriity the-orem to dedue a orresponding result for more omplextypes. In e�et, the boolean instane ats as an abstrat in-terpretation of the more general algorithm, and parametri-ity supplies the abstration and onretization relationships.To see how this works in pratie, we �rst need to on-sider the type of a omparison-swap sort. We want to avoidthe manual examination of the program text that an ap-pliation of Knuth's theorem would require. What an welearn from the type alone? The type annot tell us that thealgorithm is a sorting algorithm, but it an ensure that itmakes no assumptions about the ontents of the list, exeptvia the �rst parameter. Consider the type:sort :: ((a,a)->(a,a)) -> [a℄ -> [a℄If the sort argument is indeed a omparison-swap funtionthen, intuitively, the type of sort ensures that the only data-sensitive operation sort an use is omparison-swap.Let's make this preise. Consider the parametriity the-orem for funtions of this type [19, 23℄ (f , g, and h are uni-versally quanti�ed, and we de�ne j � k = �x; y:(j x; k y)):(a; a) f - (a; a) [a℄ sort f- [a℄h� h? h� h? ) map h? map h?(b; b) g - (b; b) [b℄ sort g- [b℄In Haskell, the theorem applies only when h is strit and,sine the introdution of seq in Haskell 98, bottom-reetingas well.Now, instantiate a to be Int, and b to be Bool, and hosef and g to be the standard omparison/swap over integersand booleans (where False < True) respetively. If we anshow that sort g sorts sequenes of booleans orretly (usingBDDs for example), then the parametriity theorem willallow us to onlude that sort f sorts sequenes of integersorretly as well.To see this, suppose the onverse, and we will derive aontradition. Suppose xs ontains x and y, suh that x < y.For sort f to be inorret, there has to exist at least one xand y pair whih appears out of order (y before x) in the listsort f xs. Let h be the funtion that is false for all inputsless than y, and true otherwise (h(n) = y <= n). Thisfuntion ommutes with f and g, and is strit and bottom-reeting as well, thus it satis�es the preondition for thetheorem. Therefore, the right-hand side of the theoremmusthold.4



Now, by assumption, sort g (map h xs) is sorted or-retly. That is, the result is a list of booleans with allthe ourrenes of False preeding the ourrenes of True.However, if y preedes x in the result of sort f xs thenthe result of map h(sort f xs) will ontain an ourrene ofTrue before the �nal ourrene of False. Thus, we have aontradition, so the assumption that y preeded x in theresult of sort f xs was inorret.In e�et, parametriity has ensured that sort behavesoherently over all types, so that results at the boolean in-stane an be used to imply onsequenes at other types.Another perspetive is that parametriity expresses themulti-faeted symmetry inherent in this problem Symme-try is vital in veri�ation by model heking for reduinglarge problem spaes to manageable proportions, and thatis what is ahieved here [8℄. Rather than model hek onlists of 32-bit integers, we perform the hek on single-bitintegers.4.2 Cheking Comparison-Swap Sort on BooleansThe missing part of the story is using BDDs to show thatsort g sorts lists of booleans orretly. We an only showthat sorting is orret for an arbitrary, but �xed-length list.The logi of BDDs is simply not powerful enough to provethe result in general (whih would require some kind of in-dutive argument|well beyond the sope of propositionallogi). However, sine the method is automated, it's notrouble to hek it for a variety of lengths of list, leavingonly very subtle bugs out of its reah.The sorting algorithm we use is bitoni sort, an eÆientalgorithm that is partiularly amenable to hardware real-ization. Also, for a sorting algorithm, it's fairly triky, soit's a good andidate for veri�ation. The ode is given inFigure 2. Bitoni sort is designed to work on lists that havea length that is a power of two. It reursively divides thelist into two parts and sorts eah partition. To ombine thetwo parts it swaps orresponding elements in eah list. Be-ause one list is sorted in asending order and the other indesending order, the swapping results in all the elements inthe �rst list being lower (or higher) than the elements in theseond list. The two lists are in the orret form to repeatthis swapping on the two sublists to arrive at a sorted list.To verify the algorithm, we �rst need a simple prediateto indiate whether a list is sorted or not.sorted test [℄ = truesorted test [x℄ = truesorted test (x : ys�(y : _)) =x `test` y && sorted test ysNow, we will state the property that we want to show for alist with variable elements, but a �xed length of sixteen.result = sorted lessEq (sort xs)wherexs = [ var ("x" ++ show i) | i <- [0 .. 15℄ ℄sort xs = bitoni_sort mpSwap xs TrueIt remains to de�ne the two BDD-spei� funtionsmpSwap and lessEq. These turn out to be partiularly nie.mpSwap a b = (a && b, a || b)lessEq a b = a ==> bNow, when we query Haskell about result, it returns true.

bitoni_to_sorted mpSwap [℄ up = [℄bitoni_to_sorted mpSwap [x℄ up = [x℄bitoni_to_sorted mpSwap xs up =let k = length xs `div` 2(ys, zs) = pairwise mpSwap (splitAt k xs)(ys', zs') =if up then (ys, zs) else (zs, ys)inbitoni_to_sorted mpSwap ys' up ++bitoni_to_sorted mpSwap zs' uppairwise f ([℄, [℄) = ([℄, [℄)pairwise f (x : xs, y : ys) =let (x', y') = f x y(xs', ys') = pairwise f (xs, ys)in(x' : xs', y' : ys')bitoni_sort mpSwap [℄ up = [℄bitoni_sort mpSwap [x℄ up = [x℄bitoni_sort mpSwap xs up =let k = length xs `div` 2(ys, zs) = splitAt k xsys' = bitoni_sort mpSwap ys Truezs' = bitoni_sort mpSwap zs Falseinbitoni_to_sorted mpSwap (ys' ++ zs') upmpSwap x y = if x < y then (x, y) else (y, x)Figure 2: Bitoni Sort
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4.3 Limitations to using ParametriityWe expet the veri�ation tehnique outlined above to beuseful in many ases, but it's not a panaea. Sometimesparametriity is not powerful enough to apture appropriateabstrations. In e�et, some types are simply not expressiveand/or onstraining enough to enable the boolean instaneto say muh about the general ase. Consider the followingvariation on the example above.It might seem that the parametriity argument that weused to eho Knuth's sorting theorem would apply just aseasily to a regular sort algorithm based on a omparisonfuntion, with type:sort :: ((a, a) -> Bool) -> [a℄ -> [a℄However, it is fairly easy to onstrut a pseudo-sorting al-gorithm of this type that will orretly sort lists of booleansbut fails to sort lists of integers orretly. Consider the fol-lowing: take the �rst element of the list as a partition value.Next, do a one-pass sort into three bukets: one for ele-ments less then the partition, one for those equal (neitherless, nor greater), and one for those greater. Finally, stikthe partition element in the equal buket, and onatenatethe bukets in the order: less, equal and greater. Parti-tioning based upon a single element will work for booleans,beause there's only two values; however, it learly won'twork in general.So, the parametriity-based approah must fail foromparison-based sorts. Where does it break down? First,examine the \free theorem" for a omparison-based sort.(a; a) f - Bool [a℄ sort f- [a℄h� h? ) map h? map h?(b; b) g - Bool [b℄ sort g- [b℄The onlusion is idential in eah instane of the para-metriity theorem, but the preondition of this instane ismuh more stringent than before. The key to proving theomparison-swap ase was the ample supply of appropriatefuntions h to \detet" any inorretly sorted list. How-ever, the preondition on h in this ase requires that theomparisons on the two sorts, integer and boolean say, areequivalent to one another. Thus for the ase of omparisonsort there are essentially no interesting hoies for h relatingthe integer and boolean ases.5 The Stanford Validity ChekerThe Stanford Validity Cheker (SVC) is an implementationof a deision proedure for a quanti�er-free, �rst-order logiwith equality [2, 7, 11℄. It has been used extensively for mi-roproessor validation and veri�ation [7, 11, 12, 22℄ andreently for requirements validation [18℄. The logi allowsmodels to inlude uninterpreted funtions, whih an beused to represent datapath operations in a pipelined arhi-teture. SVC returns a ounterexample if the formula is notvalid.

formula ::= ite (formula, formula, formula)j (term = term)j prediate symbol (term, ..., term)j truej falseterm ::= ite (formula, term, term)j funtion symbol (term, ..., term)j read (term, term)j write (term, term, term)j distint onstantj formulaFigure 3: The SVC logi5.1 Conneting SVC with HaskellOur initial interfae with this tool was �le-based. We hada representation of expressions in the logi as a datatype inHaskell and wrote expressions of this form to a �le that waslater read by SVC. As we worked on larger examples, thisapproah beame unmanageable. The size of the struturewas extremely large and did not take advantage of possiblesharing of subexpressions. While SVC's internal data stru-ture is not anonial as is the ase for BDDs, it is optimizedand shares ommon subexpressions. Thus it quikly beameapparent that a muh better approah is to have a tight linkbetween the proess of generating the term and building theterm in SVC. Using H/Diret we were able to reate an ab-strat interfae to the SVC C++ funtions that build theexpressions. We used version 1.1 of SVC.As it is a riher logi, SVC expressions inludemore than just boolean-valued terms. Figure 3 on-tains a desription of the SVC logi. The prediateand funtion symbols introdue uninterpreted prediatesand funtions. The funtions ite and = are interpretedfuntions representing \if-then-else" and equality. Thefuntions read and write are interpreted as ating onstores; an axiom of the logi relating these funtionsis, read (write (store, index, data), index) = data.Other logial, numeri, bit vetor and reord operations alsohave an interpreted meaning.Using H/Diret we reated an interfae to SVC that hasfuntions for building eah of the kinds of terms and for-mulae. These funtions return elements of the type PExpr,whih are pointers to SVC expressions. The interfae fun-tions to SVC that build expressions in the logi do not dis-tinguish between terms and formulae.As with the BDD pakage, the alls to the SVC funtionsare wrapped in unsafePerformIO to extrat the value fromthe IO monad. Beause the only way to observe the SVCexpressions is to hek their validity, the meaning of an ex-pression is the same regardless of its order of onstrution.Therefore we an use the term building funtions as if theyare referentially transparent.Only a subset of the SVC expressions, the formulae, anbe used to instantiate the Boolean lass. Even though theunderlying pakage doesn't distinguish between terms andformulae, we want Haskell to make this distintion so thatthe Boolean lass is only instantiated for formulae. We re-ate the datatypes SvFormula and SvTerm to wrap aroundthe pointers to expressions that SVC returns to make themdistint types.newtype SvFormula = SvF PExpr6



newtype SvTerm = SvT PExprWe wrap the output of the SVC funtions with SvF or SvTas appropriate. The arguments to the funtion must beunwrapped.Using Haskell's type system to distinguish between termsand formulae in SVC's logi, we instantiated the Booleanlass using only the formulae of SVC.instane Boolean SvFormula wheretrue = SvF $ unsafePerformIO $ Sv.makeTrue(SvF a) && (SvF b) =SvF $ unsafePerformIO $ Sv.makeAnd a b...The funtions Sv.makeTrue and Sv.makeAnd are alls tothe SVC pakage.In SVC the equality operator is also used to reate formu-lae. This operator is an instane of the generalized equalitylass:instane Eql SvTerm SvFormula where(SvT a) === (SvT b) =SvF $ unsafePerformIO $ Sv.makeEquals a bBeause SVC has both terms and formulae, there arefuntions that reate terms. We provide wrappers for thesefuntions as well. For example, fn reates an uninterpretedfuntion appliation, where the �rst string argument is thename of the funtion, and the arguments to the funtion areprovided in a list:fn a bs =SvT $ unsafePerformIO $(if (bs==[℄) then Sv.makeSymbol aelse Sv.makeUninterpretedFn a(args bs))The funtion args turns the Haskell list of terms into theSVC form.The SVC pakage has two instantiations of the Var lass{ one for formulae, and one for terms.instane Var SvFormula wherevar a = SvF $ unsafePerformIO $ Sv.makeSymbol ainstane Var SvTerm wherevar a = SvT $ unsafePerformIO $ Sv.makeSymbol aType annotations are sometimes neessary to distinguishwhih instane of var is being used in a Haskell program.The interfae inludes the SVC funtion hekValid toall the prover on the onstruted expression. Calls tohekValid are referentially transparent beause our inter-fae tells SVC to treat eah hek independently from anyother alls to the prover. We pop its stak of knowledgeabout a partiular proof session (ontext), but retain itsdata about the expressions that have been built.5.2 Sort ExampleSVC is able to hek the sort algorithm presented in Se-tion 4 for a �xed length list of elements without the para-metriity meta reasoning beause SVC an reason over ar-bitrary types. To do this, we provided di�erent de�ni-tions for lessEq and mpSwap. We made the \less than"operator an uninterpreted prediate replaing its use withpred "lt" [a,b℄. We also used the SVC \if-then-else",namely itet.

INVALIDFalsifying Assumptions======================Assert:$92:(lt $7:a1 $11:a3)Deny:$85:(lt $8:a2 $7:a1)Deny:$55:(lt $8:a2 $11:a3)Deny:$57:(lt $7:a1 $12:a4)Deny:$13:(lt $11:a3 $12:a4)Deny:$9:(lt $7:a1 $8:a2)INVALIDCase_Splits: 7Exprs_Generated: 57Figure 4: SVC ounterexamplempSwap x y =let test = pred "lt" [x,y℄ in(itet test x y, itet test y x)lessEq x y = not (pred "lt" [y,x℄)The prover was invoked to determine if a �xed length listof symboli elements is sorted, as in:result = hekValid(sorted lessEq (sort xs)) wheresort xs = bitoni_sort mpSwap xs Truexs = [var "a1", var "a2", var "a3", var "a4"℄SVC returned with a ounterexample found in Figure 4.The ounterexample is in the form of a series of asser-tions and denials of subformulae. The \$" variables referto internal subexpression names. The ase provided in Fig-ure 4 has both :(a2 < a1) and :(a1 < a2), whih meansa2 must equal a1. The ase also says that a1 < a3 and:(a2 < a3), whih is impossible when a1 and a2 are equal,and < has its intended meaning. From this ounterexam-ple, we learned that we annot ahieve our veri�ation resultwithout providing more information about the behavior ofthe \less than" operator.SVC has an interpreted \less than" funtion for ratio-nal expressions that we ould use. But we wished to hekthe sort algorithm for all types of ordered elements with-out any meta reasoning. SVC needed the information thatthe \less than" operator is irreexive, transitive, and thatx 6= y ) (x < y = :(y < x)). We provided these in theform of anteedents to the onsequent that we wanted tohek. This is a limited axiomatization of the \less than"operator.The SVC logi has no quanti�ers so it was neessary togenerate all the possible instantiations of these properties7



pipeState pipe input- pipeState0pipe flush? ?pipe flushpipe flush? ?pipe flushpipe flush? ?pipe flush::: :::proj? ?projrefState refMahine input- refState0Figure 5: Burh and Dill Commuting Diagram (found in [7℄)for the symboli elements in the input list. Haskell's listomprehension syntax was very onvenient for stating, in aompat form, all the anteedents that were needed. Forexample, transitivity of a relation r for a list of elements isexpressed as:trans r x y z = (r x y && r y z) ==> r x zgenTrans list r =foldr1 (&&) [trans r x y z |x <- list,y <- list,z <- list℄With these anteedents, SVC returns instantly for thebitoni sort of 4 elements saying that the sort algorithmis orret.6 Example 2: Miroproessor Veri�ationAs a seond example of the use of SVC in Haskell, we presentthe veri�ation of a simple pipelined ALU used in Burh andDill [7℄ (originally found in Burh et al. [6℄). In their pre-sentation, they use a simple hardware desription languagebased on Lisp as input to their veri�ation proess. This se-tion desribes how this example an be veri�ed in Haskellusing SVC and uninterpreted funtions for the datapath op-erations.The Burh and Dill approah to veri�ation automat-ially alulates an abstration funtion relating a miro-proessor pipeline to a referene mahine. The alulationis done using symboli simulation. The pipeline is equiv-alent to the referene mahine if the diagram in Figure 5ommutes. The abstration funtion onsists of ushing theintermediate results of the pipeline and projeting from thepipeline only the parts of the state visible in the referenemahine (proj).Figure 6 is a pipeline and referene mahine modeled inHaskell, translated from the desriptions in Lisp found inthe appendix of Burh and Dill's paper. The state of thereferene mahine is simply the register �le. The referenemahine and the pipeline are ompared on the value of the

register �le only. The register �le element of the pipeline isprojeted from its state as part of the orretness statement.Beause we leave the ALU operation as an uninterpretedfuntion, our veri�ation using SVC does not depend on thedatapath width and operations. For the operations on theregister �le, the interpreted write and read SVC funtionsare used. The SVC instantiations of the Boolean operatorsand equality (===) are hosen automatially.To verify the pipeline, we stall it to ush its state bysetting the stall signal of the input high for a ertain numberof steps. The ush input ontains symboli values for everyinput other than the stall signal.flush = (true,var "flushDestReg",var "flushOpode",var "flushSr1Reg",var "flushSr2Reg")flushPipe initialState n =if (n == 0) then initialStateelse flushPipe (pipe flush initialState) (n-1)The initialState also assigns symboli values to all theinternal lathes of the pipe:initialState = (var "registers",var "arg1",var "arg2",var "bubble_wb",var "dest_wb",var "result",var "bubble_ex",var "dest_ex",var "op_ex")To alulate the left and bottom route of the ommutingdiagram, we ush the pipeline, projet out a state for thereferene mahine, and run the referene mahine on thisinitial state with symboli input:proj (registers, _,_,_,_,_,_,_,_) = registersinput = (var "stall",var "dest",var "opode",var "sr1",var "sr2")path1 n = refMahine input(proj (flushPipe initialState n))We ompare path1 with the other side of the ommutingdiagram. In path2, we run the pipeline on the symboliinput, starting from the symboli initial state, and then ushthe pipeline:path2 n = proj(flushPipe (pipe input initialState ) n)These two paths are omputed by exeuting the Haskellmodels. On any path in the pipe there are at most twolathes, therefore the pipe should agree with the referenemahine after two ushes. The veri�ation ondition thatwe pass to the prover to be heked is:pipeTest = (path1 2) === (path2 2)8



type Input =(SvFormula, -- stallSvTerm, -- destSvTerm, -- opodeSvTerm, -- soure1SvTerm) -- soure2type PipeState =(SvTerm, -- register fileSvTerm, -- arg1SvTerm, -- arg2SvFormula, -- bubble-writebakSvTerm, -- dest-writebakSvTerm, -- resultSvFormula, -- bubble-ex,SvTerm, -- dest-ex,SvTerm) -- opodepipe :: Input -> PipeState -> PipeStatepipe (stall, dest,opode,sr1,sr2)(registers,arg1,arg2,bubble_wb,dest_wb,result,bubble_ex,dest_ex,op_ex) =(registers',arg1',arg2',bubble_wb',dest_wb',result', bubble_ex',dest_ex',op_ex')whereregisters' = itet bubble_wbregisters(write registers dest_wb result)bubble_wb' = bubble_exdest_wb' = dest_exresult' = fn "alu" [op_ex, arg1, arg2℄bubble_ex' = stalldest_ex' = destop_ex' = opodearg1' = itet ((not bubble_ex) &&(dest_ex === sr1))result'(read registers' sr1)arg2' = itet ((not bubble_ex) &&(dest_ex === sr2))result'(read registers' sr2)type RefState = SvTerm -- register filerefMahine :: Input -> RefState -> RefStaterefMahine (stall, dest, opode, sr1, sr2)registers =itet stallregisters(write registers dest(fn "alu" [opode,read registers sr1,read registers sr2℄))Figure 6: Miroproessor models

SVC veri�es pipeTest instantly.Integrating SVC with Haskell reates a very onvenientdebugging loop when there are errors in the model. Usingthe information in a ounterexample, onrete values an beinput to the model to illustrate the error.7 DisussionThe setion disusses some interesting points that have beenraised in reating these logial abstrations.7.1 Shallow versus Deep EmbeddingIn order to look most like a duk, we've taken the approahof doing a shallow embedding of both BDDs and SVC. Thismeans we diretly interpret the logial operators as oper-ations on the internal data strutures of the BDD pakageand SVC. An alternate approah is a deep embedding, wherewe onstrut an intermediate data struture that is exatly(or lose to) the term struture.One bene�t of the deep embedding is that it gives usthe opportunity to takle the normalization proess in dif-ferent ways that may be more eÆient. By analogy, whenonstruting BDDs inrementally, we must use essentiallya bubble sort to put the nodes in sorted order. The inre-mental approah is neessarily based on loal deisions, butwe know that sorting is suboptimal when it is restrited tomaking loal deisions. Thus, we an imagine being ableto do something analogous to mergesort to put a BDD innormal form muh more eÆiently.This approah is not onsidered feasible in the strit set-ting of a C implementation, beause the intermediate datastruture would be huge, and spae is more of a limiting fa-tor with BDDs than speed. The intermediate data struturewould not be able to take advantage of any sharing. Thus,the only feasible approah is to alulate the sharing as yougo. However, in the setting of a lazy funtional programminglanguage, we have more options. Beause the intermediatedata struture doesn't neessarily get built, we may be ableto take advantage of laziness to proess BDDs more eÆ-iently, while not taking a hit in spae usage.Another argument in favor of a deep embedding is thatwe ould let Haskell ontrol deomposition or simpli�ationbefore alling the deision proedure. Haskell ould beomea platform for building \minimal proof assistants" [17℄ om-bining evaluation for term generation, deision proedures,and theorem proving tehniques.7.2 TypesSo far, we are not making too muh use of Haskell's rihtype system. The only type distintion that we make inSVC expressions is between booleans and any other kind ofterm. We are working on building a typed layer on top ofSVC logial terms where we regain the typeheking bene�tsof Haskell. This layer will make extensive use of type lassesletting Haskell do the work of hoosing the orret instanesof funtions rather than the user.7.3 AmbiguityOne unfortunate onsequene of generalizing booleans to atype lass is that ambiguity problems an arise left and right.Booleans are used all over the plae as intermediate values,9



espeially in if-then-else expressions. Intermediate typesin expressions don't show up in the type of the overall ex-pression, and thus the type lass system has no basis uponwhih to hose whih instane to use. The same senarioholds for the Num lass, but Haskell resolves this by the de-fault mehanism. It would be helpful if the default meha-nism ould be made more general, suh that we ould talkabout defaults for Boolean as well.7.4 BDD Variable OrderAs was pointed out in the introdution, in our zeal to puta pretty fae on omplex implementation pakages, we giveup a good deal of ontrol.For the sake of simpliity the interfae that we provideto the BDD pakage leaves the user unaware of the de-tails of variable order when building a BDD. The variablesare ordered by the time of their reation. Sine Haskellis free to hange the order of evaluation, the variable or-der is not even preditable. This an have serious draw-baks, sine the size of a BDD an vary greatly depend-ing on the variable order. Figure 7 gives two BDDs for(a1 && b1) || (a2 && b2) || (a3 && b3) with di�erentvariable orderings. The dashed lines are false branhes andthe solid lines true branhes.However, in pratie, trying to ontrol variable orderingis a bit of a blak art, and the problem in undeidable ingeneral. But this situation is analogous to spae alloationin Haskell, whih is similarly out of the programmers hand,and has similar bad worst-ase senarios. One option, whenvariable order really needs to be ontrolled, is to use expliitsequening via seq.7.5 Appliations in Veri�ationWhy would this onnetion between Haskell and deisionproedures be of interest to the veri�ation ommunity ?First, properties an be proven about Haskell programs.Free theorems from the parametriity of Haskell programsthat model miroproessors may provide symmetry-like ar-guments for reduing the size of the state spae.Seond, using Haskell allows models to be written in astrongly-typed language. Typeheking has its own bene�tsfor a spei�ation language, and now we are providing a linkdiretly to veri�ation tools for this language.Third, Haskell works well as a meta-language for generat-ing terms for input to the veri�ation proess. Can lazinessin Haskell be exploited to avoid full generation of a termwhile a proof is in progress ? Laziness ould be partiularlyimportant for defet-�nding veri�ation e�orts.8 Related WorkThis work extends the brief desription of linking BDDs withHaskell found in Launhbury, Lewis, and Cook [14℄.Lava [3℄ is a Haskell-based hardware desription lan-guage. They provide multiple interpretations of iruitdesriptions for simulation, veri�ation, and ode genera-tion. For veri�ation, Lava interfaes to the propositionallogi heker Prover [21℄, and two �rst-order logi theoremprovers. The interfae is �le-based, breaking an expressioninto omponent subexpressions. Lava used reinterpretationsof monads to reate output for the di�erent provers.

Individually deision proedures have been onneted toother funtional languages. For example SVC has been on-neted to Lisp. Voss uses BDDs for all boolean manipula-tions. And BDD pakages suh as Buddy [15℄ have beenonneted to ML and as a deision proedure in the HOLtheorem prover [13℄. Compared to these approahes, we usea generalized version of the Bool datatype through the lasssystem to allow the pakages to be used somewhat inter-hangeably. Furthermore, using Haskell we are able to pro-vide this link in a pure funtional language while preservingreferential transpareny.9 ConlusionIt seems that our logial duks swim quite well as abstratdatatypes in Haskell. By generalizing the boolean and equal-ity lasses, it is possible to use the di�erent deision proe-dures somewhat interhangeably. We have de�ned referen-tially transparent interfaes, allowing the underlying toolsto do their work while the user simply sees the orrespond-ing values. Having a tight onnetion between Haskell andthe deision proedure allowed us to avoid spae limitationsin building the unredued expression. The integration withHaskell also allowed us to leverage parametriity argumentsin proofs.10 AknowledgementsThe use of parametriity to redo Knuth's result was dis-overed in onjuntion with John Matthews and MireaDraghiesu. We thank Clark Barrett of Stanford for helpwith the Stanford Validity Cheker. The authors are sup-ported by Intel, U.S. Air Fore Materiel Command (F19628-96-C-0161), NSF (EIA-98005542) and the Natural Sieneand Engineering Researh Counil of Canada (NSERC).Referenes[1℄ VIS home page.http://www-ad.ees.berkeley.edu/~vis/.[2℄ C. Barrett, D. Dill, and J. Levitt. Validity heking forombinations of theories with equality. In FMCAD'96,volume 1166 of LNCS, pages 187{201. Springer-Verlag,1996.[3℄ P. Bjesse, K. Claessen, M. Sheeran, and S. Singh. Lava:Hardware design in Haskell. In ACM Int. Conf. onFuntional Programming, 1998.[4℄ R. E. Bryant. Graph-based algorithms for Booleanfuntion manipulation. IEEE Transations on Com-puters, C-35(8):677{691, August 1986.[5℄ R. E. Bryant. Symboli boolean manipulation with or-dered binary deision diagrams. ACM Computing Sur-veys, 24(3):293{318, September 1992.[6℄ J. R. Burh, E. M. Clarke, K. L. MMillan, and D. Dill.Sequential iruit veri�ation using symboli modelheking. In DAC, 1990.[7℄ J. R. Burh and D. L. Dill. Automati veri�ation ofpipelined miroproessor ontrol. In CAV, volume 818of LNCS, pages 68{79. Springer-Verlag, 1994.10
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